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ClientConcept

Type

Location

Project period Size

Realisation

Wl WeHberG  lanGe  

UniversitätsbaUamt Konstanz the art in architecture competition for the new 
University of Konstanz was one of the office’s first 
competition projects. Using a model at the scale of 
1:200, the objective was to develop the university’s 
forum area into a topographical landscape relief 
akin to land art. important design elements were 
an undulating topography, expansive stairs, and 
gathering places like the „Konstanzer trichter“. a 
forum-like flight of exterior steps was also intended 
to create a connection to the surrounding, lower-lying 
landscape. 

by virtue of this competition, in which this entry 
attained eighth place behind a seven-way tie for first 
place, the office was commissioned to integrate the 
university building into the landscape of baden. a 
sugar model was used to design different variants 
that were captured in photos and a movie and then 
presented together with examples illustrating their 
use for outdoor activities. It was the first attempt at 
using a large model to anchor the “fingers” of the 
university building into the landscape. 

The university’s building department had wanted 
to pursue this solution, but due to an unfortunate 
circumstance, the competition jury did not honour the 
submission. In the opinion of the office, the connection 
between landscape and architecture has not yet been 
completely resolved. 

edUCation & researCH

Konstanz, Germany

1969 appx. 3 Ha

Open Spaces and Art in Architecture, University of Konstanz

TRANSCENDING BOUNDARIES 
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Legal notice Copyright

the contents and works produced by the site operator 
are subject to German copyright laws. the duplication, 
editing, distribution and any kind of use beyond what 
is permitted by the copyright laws requires written 
authorisation from the respective author or content 
creator.

Image rights

Wes GmbH landscapearchitecture owns the unlimi-
ted usage rights and non-exclusive rights for all of the 
image material that appears in this document. 

in the context of the use of the external image material 
we are exempt from any claims by third parties. Wes 
GmbH landscapearchitecture is not liable for images 
provided by the project partners. 

by providing image material, the project partners 
avouch that they have unrestricted use of the image 
material, that it is not subject to rights by third parties, 
the persons pictured consent to the publication and 
that no fees must be paid for this. 

Links to photographers:

photos, sketches, models:
Wes landscapearchitecture
www.wes-la.de

Wes GmbH
landschaftsarchitektur (landscapearchitecture) 

managing shareholders:
peter schatz
Wolfgang betz
michael Kaschke
Henrike Wehberg-Krafft
Claus rödding

district court Hamburg Hrb 100420

person responsible for content according to 
§ 55 abs. 2 rstv: Wolfgang betz (address as above)

The rules of professional conduct are specified in:
(1)  Chamber of Construction law Hamburg  

(bauKaG HH)
(2)  implementing regulations for Chamber of  

Construction law (dvo bauKaG HH)
(3) main statute of Hamburg Chamber of architects 

the professional regulations can be viewed and 
accessed via the website of the Hamburg Chamber of 
architects www.akhh.de / section: recht (legal issues).

The legal occupational title “Landschaftsarchitekt” 
(landscape architect) was awarded to Wes & partner 
Gbr in Germany following their entry in the list of archi-
tects of the Hamburg Chamber of architects.

Hamburgische architektenkammer  
(Hamburg Chamber of architects)
Grindelhof 40
20146 Hamburg
telephone: +49 (0)40 441841-0
telefax:       +49 (0)40 441841-44
info@akhh.de
www.akhh.de


